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Abstract. When developing and managing microservice systems, prac-
titioners suggest that each microservice should be owned by a particular
team. In effect, there is only one team with the responsibility to man-
age a given service. Consequently, one developer should belong to only
one team. This practice of "one-microservice-per-developer" is especially
prevalent in large projects with an extensive development team.
Based on the bazaar-style software development model of Open Source
Projects, in which different programmers, like vendors at a bazaar, of-
fer to help out developing different parts of the system, this article in-
vestigates whether we can observe the "one-microservice-per-developer"
behavior, a strategy we assume anticipated within microservice based
Open Source Projects.
We conducted an empirical study among 38 microservice-based OS projects.
Our findings indicate that the strategy is rarely respected by open-source
developers except for projects that have dedicated DevOps teams.

1 Introduction

Microservices are increasing their diffusion both in industry and in Open Source
Software (OSS) projects [4].

Microservices are small and autonomous services deployed independently,
with a single and clearly defined purpose [11,24]. Because of their independent
deployment, each microservice can scale independently from others. Some au-
thors see microservices not primarily as a technological benefit but also as a way
to scale up the number of development teams: "microservices are not necessarily
required to manage huge software, but rather to manage a huge number of people
working on them [29]." The rationale is that since microservices decouple soft-
ware components, less communication is necessary to develop them, and larger
teams become possible.

Practitioners suggest that a microservice should be owned and managed by a
single team [4,3,1,30,27,29,36]. The supportive argument sources from “Conway’s
law” [9] states that “organizations which design systems (in the broad sense) are
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constrained to produce designs which are copies of the communication structures
of these organizations.” Following this law, it would be ineffective or detrimen-
tal to have two separate teams working on one microservice. Working on one
microservice requires communication within the team, and if these communica-
tion structures are not present, the work on a joint microservice becomes hard.
Therefore, it is suggested that each team is responsible for one or more business
functions [1,30]. While some authors (and Conway himself [9]) clearly foresee
that each team can own more than one microservice/subsystem [8,30,36], others
suggest that "a team should have exactly one service unless there is a proven
need to have multiple services", to not exceed the cognitive capacity of a team
[30]. Particularly if business functions are large (e.g., "customer management"
or "order management"), practitioners suggest that one team is fully dedicated
to one microservice [27].

Therefore, following the practitioners’ recommendations [9,30,27,36,8], a de-
veloper must belong only to one team, and each team must contribute only to
one microservice. Consequently, we can deduct that each team member, and
therefore each developer, must contribute to only one microservice. Based on
these assumptions, it would be interesting to investigate the ”one-microservice-
per-developer” strategy to verify to which extent it is considered in practice.

The goal of this paper is to investigate to which degree it is correct to assume
that in microservice OSS projects, the one-microservice-per-developer strategy
is respected.

Particularly, teams developing OSS projects using a bazaar-style software de-
velopment model (as described in Eric Raymond’s seminal essay "The Cathedral
and the Bazaar," in which different programmers, like vendors at a bazaar, offer
to help out developing different parts of the system [28]), require a decoupled
software architecture, which—what we assume—would manifest in a decoupled
collaboration structure. Within OSS projects adopting a microservice architec-
ture, we hypothesize, we observe that developers, during a given time window,
commit only to one microservice at a time.

For these aims, we designed and conducted an empirical study among 38
microservice-based OSS projects selected from the dataset created by Baresi et
al. [4]. Using code repositories of these projects and analyzing the history of
commits, we calculated the average number of microservices developed by each
developer determining how well is the one-microservice-per-developer strategy
employed. In addition, we further investigated the potential developer profiles
using Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to detect the patterns of developer
behaviors in the core contributor groups of these projects.

Paper structure: Section 3 describes the empirical study design, while Sec-
tion 4 reports the obtained results. Section 5 discusses the results, and Section
6 highlights the limitation of this work. Section 2 presents the related work, and
Section 7 concludes.
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2 Related Work

Developer interaction analysis has been approached from different perspectives
in OSS communities. Given the large quantities of produced communication
artifacts throughout the developer interaction in the development process, var-
ious automated approaches have been proposed. Common sources of input for
such analysis include version control systems (performing mining source code
repositories) [16,15], mailing lists, and issue trackers [26,5], or developer online
surveys [22]. Prior to the era of microservices, Bird et al. [5] considered social net-
work communities and system modularity. They researched code artifact changes
across modules and analyzed email archives to derive social networks and assess
community alignment with modularity. The conclusions and research questions
of Bird et al. [5] in the scope of microservices drive new perspectives. Microser-
vices are self-contained, and with regard to Conway’s law, we can consider well-
defined teams assigned to particular microservice development. In addition, the
remaining challenge related to crosscutting concerns cannot be simply negated
in microservices.

With regards to microservices and well-defined separation boundaries by code
repositories (or at least repository modules). It can thus be assumed that code
artifacts modified by developers within the same community are placed in a
related repository location.

Throughout OSS software development, it can be expected that developer
assignments to subsystems remain stable (i.e., given expertise alignments, sub-
system assignment, etc.). Ashraf and Panichella [2] analyzed a set of OSS projects
to examine developer communities from the perspective of their subsystem as-
signment and interaction highlighting that emerging communities change con-
siderably across a project’s lifetime and do align with each other.

The microservices perspective, as suggested by Lenarduzzi et al. [21], en-
ables teams to work independently, reducing cross-team communication. At the
same time, upon microservice integration, issues are reported across teams, as
suggested by Bogner et al. [7] who report on ripple effects. There are other un-
derlying issues behind this relevant to system evolution, such as missing system-
centered perspective and lack of tools to analyze coherence across microservices,
perform modification trade-off analysis, or evaluate the conformance of the as-
built and as-documented architectures.

Besides interaction analysis to understand communities, other interesting
research directions took place. For instance, Marco et al. [25] analyzed GitHub
commit comments regarding emotions and feelings expression showing that “one-
commit” developers are more active and polite when posting comments as op-
posed to “multi-commit” developers, that are less active in posting comments,
and when commenting, they are less polite.

In a timely thesis, Shi [31] looked into establishing contributor roles within
software repositories by mining architectural information. In a case study on
Apache Tomcat, they used the metric to deduce these roles and validate them
with particular roles listed on the project website. Such a research direction
aligns with the perspective of microservices with established separation of duty.
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Furthermore, the classification of experts responsible for re-engineering or man-
agement can lead to better insights into the applicability of Conway’s law across
microservice developers.

It is also important to take into account that enterprise companies like Red
Hat manage OSS projects [33] rather than projects based on volunteer con-
tribution. This can influence role identification, contributor duty spread across
modules, and also the community network. Spinellis et al. [33] considered the
detection of OSS projects that are supported by enterprises. Such projects can
serve as better benchmarks for practical case studies.

With respect to inter-project dependency identification, Blincoe et al. [6]
considered reference coupling. The reference coupling method often identifies
technical dependencies between projects that are untracked by developers. Un-
derstanding inter-project dependency is important for change impact analysis
and coordination. In their study, they manually analyzed identified dependencies
and categorized and compared them to dependencies specified by the develop-
ment team. They also assessed how the ecosystem structure compares with the
social behavior of project contributors and owners. As a result, of socio-technical
alignment analysis within the GitHub ecosystems, they found that the project
owners’ social behavior aligns well with the technical dependencies within the
ecosystem. Still, the project contributors’ social behavior does not align with
these dependencies. In microservices, this could possibly translate into system
architects aware of consequences and microservice developers who operate in iso-
lation as suggested by Lenarduzzi et al. [21] and unaware of such as inter-project
dependency.

In a similar perspective, Scaliante Wiese et al. [34] researched co-change
prediction. They use issues, developers’ communication, and commit metadata
to analyze change patterns for prediction models. They demonstrate that such
models based on contextual information from software changes are accurate and
can support software maintenance and evolution, warning developers when they
miss relevant artifacts while performing a software change.

3 The Empirical Study

In this section, we describe our empirical study reporting the goal and research
questions, context, data collection, and data analysis following the guideline
defined by Wohlin et al. [35].

Our goal is to evaluate to what extent the one-microservice-per-developer
strategy, recommended by practitioners [4,3,1,30,27] is respected in OSS projects.
To allow verifiability and replicability, we published the raw data in the replica-
tion package5.

Then, we formulated two Research Questions (RQs).
RQ1. How well is the one-microservice-per-developer strategy respected in

OSS projects following a microservice architecture?

5https://figshare.com/s/6ba4e0063ab04d03d6d6
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RQ2. Which developer roles better respect the one-microservice-per-developer
strategy?

With RQ1, we investigated if developers are actually responsible, and there-
fore committing, only to a single microservice. In RQ2, we aimed to understand
if specific roles are respecting the aforementioned strategy differently. We expect
that some roles (e.g. DevOps) can be involved in multiple microservices, while
other roles (e.g. coders) are involved only in a single microservice.

3.1 The Selected Projects

We considered the manually validated dataset including 145 microservice-based
projects, proposed by Baresi et al. [4]. The authors developed, validated, and
released a tool to recognize the architecture (e.g., the microservices, the exter-
nal services, and the databases used) in a given microservices-based project. In
addition, the authors provided a list of 145 projects that have been manually
validated as non-toy projects regularly using microservices, for which they also
reported the list of built-in microservices in the form of relative paths and some
other set-up information not used in our case. In particular, for our analysis, we
leveraged the list of projects and the related list of microservices identified by
a list of sub-project folders. The dataset consists of projects whose source code
is accessible on GitHub6 and is complemented with further data, including the
microservice list.

In order to select a set of relevant projects for our study, we defined the
following inclusion criteria:

– Project with at least 2 microservices. With this threshold, we aim to exclude
non-microservices projects.

– Projects with at least 2 microservices committed in the last 12 months. To
analyze projects that are still maintained.

By requiring a minimum number of microservices and activities in the last
non-representative outliers for our study can be excluded. It is important to note
that we did not exclude projects based on their programming languages.

As a result, we included 38 microservice-based projects with a total of 379
microservices (10 microservices per project on average).

3.2 Data Collection

To collect statistics about the development process, we browsed every project
commit. We gathered the timestamp, the author’s name, and the precise change
locations for each commit. With the latter, a modification is connected to a
microservice. We specifically created a heuristic that matches if the path of the
modified file is contained in the project’s list of microservices. If so, we updated
the list of microservice changes in the aforementioned author’s commit.
6https://github.com
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3.3 Data Analysis

To answer RQ1, the goal is to investigate the microservice coverage by the de-
velopers on average by examining their commits on the microservices. Here, we
considered only the commits involving source code files and excluded all the
commits regarding documentation and setup files. We analyzed the distribution
of commits over developers and microservices to understand 1) how many mi-
croservices have developers in common, and 2) how many developers work on
more than one single microservice.

However, the threat, in this case, is the situation where a developer finishes
work on a microservice and gets started to work on another microservice, or for
some reason, he/she is just moved to another team of developers. From our point
of view, this situation does not lead to a real violation of the one-microservice-
per-developer strategy. For this reason, we have defined a metric for counting
how many times a developer recommits to a microservice after starting work on
another microservice; in other words, if a developer D1 commits to microservice
m1, switches the team, and starts committing to a m2 microservice, then the
result of our metric will be 0 because the developer never goes back to the
previous microservice; otherwise, if after a while the developer commits back
to m1, our metric results will give 1, because the developer goes back to the
previous microservice (m1).

To answer RQ2, we need to understand how to identify the role of each con-
tributor in OSS microservice projects. Different from industrial projects, within
OSS projects on GitHub, contributors, are neither assigned roles by "project
managers" or "product owners" nor obliged to focus on the tasks assigned to
them in the corresponding areas. Therefore, we shall only be able to understand
the roles based on the domains each contributor has been contributing to.

To identify the roles of the project contributors, we adopted the approach
proposed by Montandon et al. [23] combined with the Exploratory Factor Anal-
ysis (EFA).

Montandon et al. [23] proposed a machine-learning-based approach based on
the extensions of the committed files. They used more than 100k developers’
data from GitHub together with Stack Overflow data and studied five critical
roles: Backend, Frontend, Data scientist, DevOps, and Mobile. Herein, we initially
adopt the same settings.

The Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) [13] aims to discover not only the
number of factors but also what measurable variables together influence which
individual factors [10]. With EFA, we can reduce the complexity of the data,
and also are able to explain the observations with a smaller set of latent factors.
Importantly, by doing so we can also discover the relations among the variables.

Herein, we follow these steps to conduct EFA on our commit dataset and
determine the profile of each developer:

1. Preprocessing. Firstly, we group the obtained developer behavior data.
2. Data Verification. Secondly, we verify its sampling adequacy and statis-

tical significance. For example, we can use Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity [32]
and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Test [18] for such a purpose.
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3. Determining Factor Number. Thirdly, we find the number of factors us-
ing parallel analysis (PA) [14]. Herein, we employ the Monte Carlo simulation
technique to simulate random samples consisting of uncorrelated variables.
Then, We extract the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix of the simulated
data and compare the extracted eigenvalues that are ordered by magnitude
to the average simulated eigenvalues. Significant factors are the ones with
ob.served eigenvalues higher than the corresponding simulated eigenvalues

4. Factor Extraction and Interpretation. With the number of factors de-
termined, we conduct the EFA on the dataset. To simplify the interpretation
of the factor analysis result, we employ the varimax rotation technique [17]
to maximize the variance of each factor loading.

5. Determining Individual Developer Role Allocation. To apply the
factor-variable relation to individual contributors, we shall calculate the sim-
ilarity between the developers’ contributions in terms of the languages and
each detected factor. By comparing the contributor’s similarity to each role
factor, we shall understand more intuitively which role(s) he/she leans to.
Such results can be visualized in a radar chart.

For this study, as a result of the EFA, we shall have a set of factors, each of
which is closely related to a set of latent variables, i.e., programming languages.
To be noted, due to the fact that the original data are collected from projects
of different programming languages, it is likely that contributors working on
different languages lean toward similar roles. For example, contributors working
on CSS and VUE can both be Frontend contributors. Therefore, we shall observe
the loadings of the EFA and manually merge factors related to only closely-
connected languages into the unified roles.

Particularly, the contributor’s similarity to each role-factor can be calculated
using the Kumar-Hassebrook (KH) similarity, which incorporates also the inner
product of the assigned values of the variables [20]. Moreover, using the KH
similarity, we can evaluate each contributor’s effort level in each pre-detected
role-factor, respectively.

4 Results

In this Section, we report the obtained results to answer our Research Questions
(RQs).

RQ1 How well is the one-microservice-per-developer strategy
respected in OSS projects following a microservice architecture?

To answer RQ1, we investigated the single developer, assuming that a single
developer does not belong to more than one team at the same time. Figure 1
compares the number of microservices with shared developers (MSs with Shared
Dev) with the number of microservices where all developers committed only to
the same microservice (MSs without Shared Dev).
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Unexpectedly, only 2 projects always respected the one-microservice-per-
developer strategy, while the remaining projects shared among services.

Since the vast majority of the projects (Figure 3) a developer works on more
than one microservice, we continue our analysis to understand if developers are
simply switching teams, or are working on more microservices at the same time.

Figure 2 shows the result of the number of times developers commit back on a
microservice after moving to another one among the projects. In two projects out
of 38, developers never commit back to the previous microservice. In most of the
projects (53%), the median is 0, in 34% of the projects the median is between
1 and 10, and finally in the 13% of the projects is more than 10. However,
analyzing the figure, we can see that the boxplots are very stretched, thus in the
same project there are some developers that do not return back after changing
microservice (or never change microservice) and some developers that instead,
commit to the previous microservice.

MSs with Shared Dev MSs without Shared Dev
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Fig. 2: Frequency that developers have
committed back (RQ1)

¤ As a result, we conclude that in an OSS context, the one-microservice-
per-developer strategy is not respected as in most cases, developers work on
more than one microservice in parallel.

RQ2 Which developer roles better respect the one-microservice-per-
developer strategy?

To tackle RQ2, we first investigated the strategies of different contributor-microservice
effort allocations. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the “microservices per devel-
oper" of each of the selected projects. To be noted, the light-example-4j, which
contains 155 different microservices, is not shown in Figure 4. Because one out-
lier in this project reaches 154 microservices, showing this project in the chart
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Fig. 3: MS Per Developer sorted by
#Developer (RQ1)

Fig. 4: MS Per developer sorted by #Mi-
croservice (RQ2)

will make the details of all other projects invisible. Nonetheless, this project was
certainly included in the analysis process.

From Figure 4, we can easily find that for all the projects, the one-microservice-
per-developer strategy has not been respected. For the selected projects, the ma-
jority of the medians range from one to seven. For all projects, there are always
some developers committing across multiple microservices.

On the contrary, many projects that contain various numbers of microser-
vices have one individual contributor who contributes to all the microservices.
We name such a strategy One-Dev-ALL-MS. For example, in project geoserver-
cloud, contributor gabriel.roldan committed in all the 11 microservices, and
in project eShopOnContainers, contributor mvelosop covers all the 17 microser-
vices. Furthermore, many projects even have multiple contributors that cover
all the microservices. We name such a strategy Multi-Dev-All-MS. For example,
in project loopback4-microservice-catalog, there are eight contributors covering
all 18 microservices; and in project DeathStarBench six contributors cover all
three microservices. It is likely that such a phenomenon is irrelevant to either
the microservice number or a number of contributors.

Based on this phenomenon, we can intuitively categorize the projects as
follows.

– One-Dev-ALL-MS projects: Projects where only one individual contributor
covers all microservices while all the others cover part of them (16 out of 38)

– Multi-Dev-ALL-MS projects: Projects with multiple contributors covering
all microservices (10 out of 38)

– Multi-Dev-SOME-MS projects: Any projects with no contributors covering
all microservices; nor do they adopt “One-microservice-per-developer” strat-
egy (12 out of 38)

– One-MS-per-developer projects: Any projects with each contributor/team
working only on one microservice

To further investigate the potential roles of the contributors that cover all
microservices and the other common contributors, we used EFA to detect the
latent factors.

1. Preprocessing. Firstly, for the preprocessing, we grouped the original
dataset by the contributors. For each contributor, we synthesized his/her con-
tribution in every language by checking the extensions of the committed files.
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We crawl each project’s languages using GitHub API. By grouping the data,
we obtained the 1 536 contributors’ dataset with their contribution to the 33
languages. And we further normalized the dataset into values between zero and
one.

2. Data Verification. Herein, the KMO score for this dataset is 0.585. It
shows that the sampling is adequate and applying factor analysis is useful for
this dataset. When applying PA to the dataset, we detected 13 factors as there
are 13 out of 33 observed eigenvalues greater than 1.0. The corresponding factor
loadings are shown in the replication package5.

3. Determining Factor Number. Based on the result of the parallel anal-
ysis (PA), the turning point can be found easily by examining the differences be-
tween observed eigenvalues and simulated eigenvalues. Since the simulated eigen-
value becomes greater than the observed eigenvalue in the 14th factor (1.00049
and 0.90517, respectively), the first 13 factors are retained. The number of factors
is therefore 13. According to Guadagnoli and Velicer [12], scores greater than 0.4
are considered stable, especially when all variables are not cross-loaded heavily.

4. Factor Extraction and Interpretation. The initially detected factors
and the correlated variables are reported in the replication package5. Herein, we
adapted Montandon et al.’s role-language relevance results [23] as the reference to
analyze the interpretation of each factor. To be noted, we added several languages
that are not listed in Montandon et al’s study based on common knowledge and
experts’ opinions.

Meanwhile, we also considered the other contributors that are not related to
any specific roles above as Others. By calculating the KH similarity between the
role factors in the factor table obtained previously and the reference table [23].
Here we assigned the role with the highest similarity score to each factor.

Furthermore, we combined the factors with the same roles and obtained the
final role-factor reference model.

5. Determining Individual Developer Role Allocation. By using this
role-factor relevance model, we simply calculated the factor similarities of any
contributor, given his/her contribution allocation in terms of the 33 languages.
Furthermore, we investigated the difference in terms of the contributor roles of
the project strategies mentioned above.

Figure 5 shows the average behavior patterns of the different types of contrib-
utors in terms of the technical roles. From Figure 5, we can easily observe that
the individual contributors who cover all microservices (i.e., One-Dev-ALL-MS)
of the projects contribute largely as Documentation+. And they are also heavily
involved in Frontend, when slightly less in Backend and DevOps roles. To be
noted, they also contribute as Fullstack but are nearly non-existent in the other
aspects. In addition, the One-Dev-ALL-MS also contributes as the Data Scien-
tist role more than the others. On the other hand, for the multiple contributors
that cover all the microservices (i.e., Multi-Dev-ALL-Ms), these contributors, on
average, contribute less than the One-Dev-ALL-MS mentioned above. However,
they contribute slightly more as Frontend than the other roles. They cover the
Fullstack role a little less but surprisingly at a similar level compared to One-
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DataScientist+

Documentation+

DevOpsFrontend

Backend

FullStack

One-Dev-ALL-MS

Multi-Dev-ALL-MS

Multi-Dev-SOME-MS

Fig. 5: Average Role-Factor Distribution of Each Strategy (RQ2)

Dev-ALL-MS. Furthermore, they contribute more in other languages that are
not role-related than that from the One-Dev-ALL-MS. The Multi-Dev-ALL-MS
also contributes to Backend, Documentation, and Data Scientist, but much less
than the other aspects. Regarding all the Multi-Dev-SOME-MS contributors,
they contribute much less in terms of all working roles than the One-Dev-ALL-
Ms and Multi-Dev-ALL-Ms.

¤ The majority of the microservice projects have one or multiple contrib-
utors who commit to all microservices. The single contributor who covers all
microservices (One-Dev-ALL-MS) contributes much more than the multiple
contributors covering all microservices (Multi-Dev-ALL-MS) in all roles, ex-
cept that Multi-Dev-ALL-MS contribute more in non-role-related languages.
Multi-Dev-SOME-MS contribute much less in all roles.

5 Discussion

Using a large established 145-microservice project dataset [4] we selected 38
projects with a sufficient number of contributors and commits as a represen-
tative OSS sample. This project sample did not adopt the same strategy sug-
gested for proprietary (closed-source) software projects. In the analyzed sample
we identified that developers typically work on multiple microservices, and focus
on various features, often in parallel. These conclusions are also confirmed by
the vast majority of the projects when considering different developer roles.

One of the explanations might be the dynamics of OSS projects. In OSS
projects, developers commit their time voluntarily at random, non-fixed hours
and schedules, oftentimes driven by feature priority requests or error reports. In
particular, none of the selected projects is directly sponsored by a company that
allocates developers to the project. Therefore, developers commonly select a set
of issues to be implemented (either new features or bug fixing) and work on them
independently rather than adopting the specific microservice that they maintain.

11



Another explanation might be that, despite the decentralized nature of OSS
and the microservice architecture, OSS projects might not have yet assimilated
this strategy. Another reason might be the lack of clear teams in OSS projects
(i.e. each developer does not belong to a specific team), and therefore the “one-
microservice-per-developer” strategy might not be perceived as an issue.

It must also be recognized that additional effort and overhead are related to
the “one-microservice-per-developer” strategy. However, this might not be the
proper fit for the OSS environment and context. OSS projects are often driven
by small development teams or individuals who stand behind the entire project,
occasionally OSS projects have professional teams behind them (i.e., Red Hat);
however, we did not include these projects in the study.

Microservice architecture is the mainstream architecture for cloud-native sys-
tems. However, not necessarily all microservice systems are cloud-native. In a
similar parallel, the decentralized development model connected with cloud-
native systems might collide with the OSS development model. Perhaps the
main driver for the microservice architecture in these OSS projects is scalability
and the decentralized development aspect goes away with the OSS model.

As practitioners often suggest [4,3,1,30,27], if the development team is too
small to be split into multiple teams, and there are multiple microservices, to
respect the one-microservice-per-developer strategy, the system should rather
remain monolithic. The reasons for OSS might be prioritized system scalability
for the price of this strategy violation. Perhaps some projects might have decided
to split their systems into multiple microservices for maintainability reasons,
to increase the separation of concerns, or to better identify different business
domains, independently from the team that is working on the same services.

Another explanation might be given by Mariusz, who investigated whether
Conway’s Law applies to OSS projects [19] and concludes that teams "organize
themselves spontaneously around tasks, and since those tasks concern software
modules, teams naturally follow Conway’s law".

The result of this study will serve the practitioners’ community to under-
stand how OSS microservice projects are being developed. Moreover, it will help
researchers to further investigate the one-microservice-per-developer strategy.

6 Threats to Validity

Construct Validity. Replying to RQ1 we tried to understand if the one-microservice-
per-developer strategy is adopted. But we measure how well this strategy is
adopted in an OSS context by analyzing individual developer behavior and as-
suming that a single developer belongs to one team at a time. We recognized
that this assumption could lead to some threats. We planned to expand our
work in the future by adding information (such as developer communications,
and issue/pull request comments) to extract teams to fine-grain our analysis.

Internal Validity. The dataset used is one of the most recent in the context of
microservices and open-source projects. However, the dataset is very heteroge-
neous (for the number of microservices, the age of the projects, and the number
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of developers), and we could only analyze a subset of the projects. We want to
extend the dataset to get a better picture of the real state of the art.

External Validity. The findings of this paper can be simply extended when
more microservice projects are taken into account. It is reasonable that all
the currently included projects shall also inevitably evolve when the proposed
method should be replicated with the results updated. Especially for RQ2, the
findings can also be generalized to projects that are not specifically microservice-
based if we use modules or features to functionally separate the projects instead
of using microservices. In this way, such extended findings shall provide insights
into the collective contributor profiles for any given OSS project scope. In ad-
dition, when the language-role relations can be further defined (e.g., new roles
defined, new languages assigned to different roles, etc.), the findings can also be
updated accordingly with the changes conducted in the reference table.

Reliability. Using the dataset we provided in the replication package5 with
the same approach, the practitioners and scholars can easily obtain the same
results as described above. Only when any changes are introduced in the data
itself or when the interpretation of the obtained factors varies based on different
expertise, the findings shall differ accordingly.

7 Conclusion

Based on the suggestion of practitioners that "a developer should have exactly
one service unless there is a proven need to have multiple services" and the as-
sumption that developers developing open source software using a bazaar-style
software development model would encourage a "one microservice per devel-
oper" strategy, we learned in this study that OSS projects do not comply with
this strategy. Oftentimes, we could identify projects with a greater number of
microservices than project contributors, and the OSS development model with
a few main contributors dominated the proprietary software strategy. Still, we
must assume that the contributor dedication to OSS has a very different dynam-
ics than fully-funded organization projects that can afford multiple developers
with regular commitments to contribution. One might question if Conway’s law
collides with the OSS development model, and the results of this study add
weight to the doubts. In this work, we showed that OSS microservice projects
rarely follow the “one-microservice-per-developer” strategy.

We have demonstrated this by analyzing the OSS project source code repos-
itories of an established microservices project dataset. We further supported
this result by analyzing the different developers’ roles in contributing to these
projects.

As future work, we aim at further study if “one-microservice per developer"
holds in OSS projects trying to observe emerging or stable developer-like collab-
orations between developers. To do so, we plan to analyze the commits of source
code repositories of microservice projects, also parsing the actual code modifica-
tions to understand if a collaboration took place. Also, following the suggestion
by Mariusz[19] projects, which states that “developers organize themselves spon-
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taneously around tasks,” we plan to study issue-tracking systems in combination
with source code repositories to investigate if we are able to detect such sponta-
neous developers acting on single microservices. Moreover, we aim to investigate
the developers’ team composition to classify the developers who contribute to
the same code.
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